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cated by the fact that there is a large hyperfine structure
caused by the nuclear spin I - 5/2 of SSMn. It has been
found (9) that in Mn2 +jCaO the hyperfme interaction is
greater than the cubic field splitting. The ESR spectrum of
a Mn2 +/CaO single crystal would therefore be expected to
consist of six hyperfme groups with five fine structure (FS)
lines in each. This paper presents the results of the line-
width measurements made for the hyperfme transition
corresponding to the (ms = +~ -+ Ms = ~) FS lines and dis-
cusses their significance in relation to dipolar broadening
mechanisms.

(Received March 27,1982; Revised October 31,1982)

The electron spin resonance spectrum of Mn2 + in single crystal CaO has been examined at both
9 GHz and 30 GHz over the temperature range 273K to 90K; the manganese concentration was 280
ppm. The fine structure lines overlapped, giveing a six-line spectrum in which the experim~ntal peak to-
peak derivative width of the M = +~ to M = -~ transition was (1.7 ± 0.1) mT. The predicte~ ~gular
variation of linewidth for this manganese concentration has been claculated from Van Vleck s dipolar
theory and comparison shows that the observed linewidth is about twenty five times less than. expe~ted.
Lineshape analysis, taken in conjunction with previously reported data, confirmed that the line WIdths
are concentration dependant and showed that (at 2800 ppm Mn) the line shape was Lorentzian.

INTRODUCTION

Evidence has been accumulating for a number of years
that the linewidth characteristics of electron spin resonance
spectra due to a particular paramagnetic species are closely
related to the structural features of the host lattice and to .
the extent to which the crystal under investigation may be
regarded as a magnetically dilute system. Studies of this
kind have included ESR examinations of'Nd+" /CaW04 [1].
Gd3 +/CaW04[2] and Cr3+/Ab03[3], in all of which a
good fit was found between the experimental observations
and the predictions of Van Vleck's[4] dipolar broadening
theory, and more recently of Fe3+/MgO[5], Cr3+ mG01

[6] Co2 +/MgO[7] and Gd3 +/MgO[8] where, by contrast,
the experimental line widths were much narrower then
expected. As part of a programme to extend the studies to
other host lattices we have now examined manganese doped
calcium oxide single crystals, Mn2 +/CaO. Early observa-
tions of the ESR spectra of Mn2 +/CaO were given both by
Low[8] and by Shuskus[9] who calculated the character-
istics parameters of the Spin -Hamiltonian for the transitions
~s = ± 1, ~t = 0 (Where S and I denote the electronic
and nuclear spin respectively) for a cubic cyrstalline field.
Later measurements on both single crystal and polycrystal-
line Mn2 +/CaO have also been reported [10,11]. However,
there is little detailed information available either on the
question of the linewidth characteristcs or on the nature of
the interactions between the dopant atoms.

The divalent manganese ion has the electronic confi-
guration 3d!;, 6 Ss /2' The ESR spectrum of Mn2 + is cOffigli-
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EXPE~ENTALTEC~QUES

The doped single crystals which measurements were
made were obtained from W & C Spicer Ltd. (Cheltenham),
having been grown by electrofusion using pure powdered
calcia and pure powdered manganese oxide as starting ma-
terials. The manganese concentration in the specimen exa-
mined was 2800 ppm, this having been determined by
optical spectrographic analysis (Johnsen-Mathy Ltd). to an
accuracy of about 2%. Optical and X-ray examination
showed that the crystalline quality was good. The crystal
was light brown in colour and specimens having dimensions
of 9mm x 5mm x 2.1mm (chosen to suite the size of the
9GHz spectrometer cavity) were cut from it using a dia-
mond cutting wheel.

The ESR measurements were made using a 9GHz
spectrometer and a 30 GHz spectrometer each of which
was equipped with phase sensitive detection giving output
spectra ill first derivative form. The sepctra were recorded
by sweeping the magnetic field slowly though a known
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range. At 9GHz, measurements were made at temperatures
between 293K and 90K, but at 30GHz spectra were only
examined at 293K.

RESULTS

Experimental Data. Initial measurements were made at
30 GHz in order establish the general form of the spectrum.
An exaprnle of this is shown in Fig.l . At the polar angle
8ii = 0° the spectrum consists of six hyperfme lines
centred on g value of about 2.0015. All the other fine struc-
ture lines (i.e. those due to the 5/2 --, 3/2, 3/2 •• ~, .,-,.
-~ <+ -3/2 and -3/2 .•> -5/2 transitions) fully overlap
with the isotropic line due to the (~ -~) transition.
This full or partial overlapping behaviour of the fme struc-
ture lines has observed at all values of polar angles. For this
reason it was not possible to measure the crystal field split-
ting parameter. The v value cited is that corresponding to
the centre of gravity of the two central lines of the six line
spectrum. The hyperfine splitting constant A ofMn2 +/CaO
has been deduced from the average of all the separations
between successive hyperfme lines assuming the same abso-
lute sign of A as taken [9,10] previously. The value obtain-
ed A = 81.0 x 10~ ern" agrees well with the earlier data.
Close inspection of spectrum that there is an increase in the
spacing of the hyperfme lines between low and high mag-
netic field sides by an amount of order (A/Hv)2 ,which is
attributable to the effect of the offdiagonal terms in the
magnetic hyperfme structure [11] . The close agreement
between the field values at which the transitions occurred
and the values expected for Mn2 + in an octahedral site con-
flrmed that even at this relatively high manganese concentra-
tion (2800 ppm), it was justifiable to regard the divalent
Mn2 "as substituting directly for Ca2 ",

.The linewidth determinations were made for the (m =
h to M = -h) transition. The linewidths, defmed as the
widths between points of maximum slope, lili ,werems
obtained directly from the derivative plots obtained at a
series of polar angles and the results are shown in Fig. 2.
From this it can be seen that the linewidths were almost
independant of polar angle 8H and had values of about
(1.7 ± 0.1) mT.

The same specimens were also examined in a 9GHz and
it was found that the linewidth results at 9GHz were iden-
tical with those obtained 30 GHz. Moreover, it was found
that, at any particular polar angle, the observed linewidth
was independant temperature over the range 90K to 293K.

Theoretical Linewidths. Estimates of the linewidth
and of the form of the variation of linewidth with polar
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Fig. 3. The calcium oxide uiut cell. (a) Atomic positions; -=
Calcium, O=Oxygen. (b) Reference axes .

angle have been made for the Mn2 +/CaO system on the
basis that dipolar interaction between Mn2 +ions forms.the
main contribution to line broadening. Thus the calcUlati~~
have been based on the second moment theory of Van
Valeck[4] and for convenience the main steps are sum-
marised below.

For like atoms the second second, < 6. w 2 > can be
written:

where w is measured in radian sec " . n is the concentration
of interacting atoms, {J is the Bohr magneton r, is the, Jk
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radius vector from the reference atom j to all the neigh-
bouring atoms labelled over k, 0jk is the angle between the
radius vector and a crystallographic reference axis. The
term rjk (3 cos? 0jk - 1)2 can be evaluated using spherical
harmonics, y1m' if the form of the unit cell is known.

The unit cell of calcium oxide is face centred cubic
having a = 4.8105 AO [12] as shown in Fig. 3. On the basis
of the experimental data the manganese is expected to subs-
titute at the calcium sites and so a complete tabulation
of these sites is needed. It is found sufficient to consider
eight unit cells with the manganese reference ion as a com-
mon corner because the conctribution from more remote
cells is negligible. The r, 0, cf>values of all the calcium sites
are given in Table 1. The second moment of the linewidth
caused by dipolar interactions between identical atoms in a
crystal of cubic summetry can be expressed as, (c.f. refe-
rences 1, 2, 7).

<J::,d>= 3/1 ,s(s+1)(i{32 h)2.n [4/5 f 1Jk"6

+(321T'1}5). y~,o (</\r<l\i) f rjk6 y 4'0 (OK'~)

where OK' cf>K refer the radius vector to the crystal axes
0H and ~ refer the static magnetic field to the same axis.
Because of the symmetrical properties of the crystal struc-
ture, this equation reduces at cf>H = 0

0 (which is the experi-
mental case considered here) to

For the Mn2+ ion S = 5/2 and g = 2.0015 (13) so atomic
part of the equation 3 can be evaluated as

'(3/4) .S (S +1) <g2 2/h)2 .n = 7.0035 xHl-25
. n. (4)
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expressed in units of (radian sec " cm'"').
Using Table 2, the geometrical part of the Equation-S

can be partially evaluated leading to the final equation

<&1> = 7.00 35xIQ20.n. [7.15864 - 2.327 Y:,o (,OH, <fJH)

(3)

(5)

The total dipolar broadening is given by the square root
of the sum of the second moments of the individual diploar
interactions. This must be converted tinto the peak-to-peak
derivative linewidth, lilirns' for comparison with the expri-
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Table I. Values of r. O. and ~ for calcium sites In eight unit cella of Cao,
taking the common corner as the or ig.inof the polar co-ordinate •.

I b c r (~) (}o 41° 8 b c reA) 8" rb"

-~ ~ 0 3.4015 90 45 -~ 1 -~ 5.8916 114.09 116.56

-~ ~ 0 3.4015 90 135 -~ -1 ~. 5.8916 65.91 243.44

-~ -~ 0 3.4015 90 225 ~ -.1 ~ 5.891'6 65.91 296.5 S
~. -~ 0 .3.4015 90 315 -~ -I -~ 5.8916 114.09 243.44

0 ~ ~ 3.4015 45 90 ~ -1 -~ 5.8916 114.09 296.56
0 -~ ~ 3.4015 45 270 I ~ ~ 5.8916 65.91 26.57
0 -~ -~ 3.4015 135 270 I -~ ~ 5.8916 6.5.91 233043

0 ~ -~ 3.4015 135 90 I ~ -~ 5.8916 114.09 26.57

~ 0 ~ 3.4015 45 130 I -~ -~ 5.8916 1J 4.09 333.43

-~ 0 ~ 3.4015 45 180 -I ~ ~ 5.8916 65.91 153.43
~ 0 -~ 3.4015 135 0 -1 -~ ~ 5.8916 65.91 206.56

-~ 0 -~ 3.4015 135 180 -I ~ -~ 5.8916 114.09 153.43
0 0 1 4.8105 0 -1 -~ -~ 5.8916 114.09 206.56
0 0 -1 4.8105 180 I 0 1 6.8030 45 0
1 0 0 4.8105 90 0 -I 0 -I 6.8030 45 180
0 1 0 4.8105 90 90 I 0 -1 6.8030 135 0

-1 0 0 4.8105 90 180 -I 0 -1 6.8030 135 180
0 -1 0 4.8105 90 270 0 1 1 6.8030 45 $10

~ ~ 1 5.8916 35.26 45 0 -1 1 6.8030 45 210
-~ ~ 1 5.8916 35.26 J35 0 1 _1 6.80)0 135 90
-~ -~ 1 5.8916 35.26 225 0 -I -I 6.8030 135 270

~ -~ 1 5.8916 35.26 315 I 1 0 6.8030 90 45
~ ~ -1 5.8916 144.74 45 -I 1 0 6.80:10 90 135

-~ ~ -1 5.8916 144.74 135 -1 -1 0 6.80:10 90 225

-~ -~ -1 5.8916 144.74 225 1 -1 0 6.80;10 90 315
~ -~ -1 5.8916 144.74 315 1 1 J 8.3320 54.74 4.5
~ 1 1 5.8916 65.91 63.44 -I 1 I 8.3320 54.74 13S

-~ 1 ~ 5.8916 65.91 116.5 6 -I -I I 8.3320 54.74 225
~ 1 -~ 5.8916 J 14.09 62.44 I -J 1 8.3320 54.74 315

1 1 -1 8.3320 125.26 45
-I 1 -1 8.3310 125.26 135
-I -1 -1 8.3310 125.20 225
I -1 -I M.33:!O 125.26 315

where the parameter ~!!is obtained from the relation
3H oV
dv=h/g~.

Under the experimental conditions used in the present
equation experiments t/>H = 0 and by substituting the value

DISCUSSION

mental results. This is done by using the equation

a~ Tesla (6)

of n = 0.0028 for the Mn2+ concentration together with the
appropriate values of 0H the theoretical curve for the
variation of diploar linewidth t.Gms with polar angle can,
be obtained. This is shown by full line in Fig. 2.

Overlapping of the Fine Structure Lines. An important
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Table 2, Trigonometrical parameters Forthe calcium sites in 8 unit cells of CaO

'"VA 8" Ie ~. Ie NeNo.of y •.o(81c'~) Y: .•(I\.~) Nr-' x 10' s ern -, Nr-' v, .o (61c'~) Nr-' y ••.•((jk.'~)
sues

l( 10° crn-' XIO"OT,-'

3.4{)15 90 45 4 0.3174 -0.4425 2.5825 0.8197 -1.1427
3.4{)15 45 0 8 03438 0.1106 5.1649 -1.7757 0.5712
4.8105 0 2 0.8463 0.000 0.1614 0.1366 0.000
4.8185 90 0 4 0.3174 0.4425 0.3228 0.1025 0.1428
S.8916 35.26 45 8 -O.IS28 -{).04917 o 1913 -{).0292 -0.00094
S.8916 65.91 26.57 16 -0.1087 -0.0861 OJ326 -0.0416 -0.03294
6.8030 45 0 8 - 0.3438 0:1106 0.0793 -0.0273 O.rOO88
6.8030 90 45 4 0.3174 -0.4425 0.0)96 0.0126 -0.01752
8.3320 54.74 45 8 -0.3291 -0.1967 '0.0239 -0.0078 -{UXl047

SUM 8.9483 :....o.8UO -0.4799

feature which emerges from comparison between the ex-
perimental spectrum observed with this cyrstal and those
reported in the literature [9, 10, 14] is .that here we see a
spectrum of six lines instead of a spectrum of six groups
of five fme structure lines reported previously. A spectrum
of six-lines indicate the overlapping of all the fine structure
transitions (Ms = ± 5/2'" ±3/2, ~ 3/2 ,~)± ~) with the cen-
tral +~ +. -~ transitions. It follows from the spin-Hamil-
tonian for a state.s ions (having S = 5/2) in a cubic lattice
"with a strong-magnetic field, that the maximum separation
between the transitions +5/2 ~) +3/2 and -5/2 B- -3/2 is
4a/g/3 (where "a' is the crystal field splitting parameter) and
that it will be observed at the polar angle rf>tI= 0° [11] . The
reported "a' value of Mn2+/taO is 5.9xlO-4 cm " = 0.63mT
(9); thus, the possible maximum separation between the
± 5/2 -± 3/2 transitions is 2.52mT. It has been reported
by Low[13] that the linewidth of the ±5/2 B- ± 3/2 transi-
tion in Mn2+/CaO was about twice as wide as that of the
~ .+ -~ transition when H was parallel to the (100) direc-
tion. Therefore, for the ~ *+ -~ transition, the linewidth
will be greater than 0.6mT and will overlap with the
± 5/2 ± 3/2 transitions and produce a single broad line.
It has also been reported in the literature[9] that the fme
structure lines in Mn2+/CaO were resolved for a manganese
concentration of 580 ppm. Here is the present specimen the
concentration is about five times larger. It seems likely
therefore that the overlapping of the transitions ± 5/2 ,. ±3/2
and ± 3/2 B- ± ~ with the ~ ,..•-~ central fme structure line
is due to higher concentration of Mn2+ in CaO and this
suggests that the linewidth is concentration dependant.

Linewidth Characteristics. ~vmparison of the experi-

mental and theoretical data given in Fig. 2 shows that the
predicted dipolar linewidth is about twenty five times lar-
ger than the observed linewidth and also the there is no
convincing experimental evidence for the linewidth maxi-
mum expected at PH = O. This result is similar to those
recenlty found by the authors several transition group ions
in magnesium oxide, to which more detailed reference is
made later. In order to establish the form of the line broad-
ening an analysis of the lineshape was undertaken. The usual
method of determining whether an ESR line has Gaussian
or Lorentzian shape [15] is to find the ratio of the peak-to-
peak derivative width (~s) to the width at half-height of
the absorption spectrum (LillI); for a Gaussian line flI\nJ
Lilli = 0.846 whereas for a Lorentzian line the value of the
ratio is 0.577. Here the experimentally recorded deri-
vative plot was integrated numerically to give the ahsor-
ption spectrum. From this the width at half height (Lilli)
was deduced and the ratio Lillms/Lilll derived; the value
found was 0.567 in close agreement with that expected
for a Lorentzian lineshape.

This similarities between the present linewidth exami-
nation of Mn2+/CaO and the previous studies on doped
MgO referred to above are brought out by reference to
Table 3.

This lists the values of the factor by which the predict-
ed linweidth (derived from Van Vleck diploar broadlining
theory) exceeds that observed experimentaly, the ratio
~sfllHl and also the moment retio M~/M~. (The latter
quantity, in which M2 and M4 are respectively the second
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and fourth moments of line if of interest because the con-
didon that

,> > 1

has been suggested by Alt'shuler [16] as a criterion for
exchange narrowing. It can be seen that in all these
materials thelinewidth predicted from Van Vleck dipolar
broadening exceeds that observed experimentally by a very
considerable margin and also that they all exhibit a Loren-

Table 3. Comparison of linewidth characteristics
of Mn2+/CaO with those from some doped magnesium

oxide singlecrystals

o
Crystal system

and
reference

Ratio of
predicated
diploar to
observed

line width

Moment
ratio

~~/

Width
ratio

M\ns/.6H1

Fe
Fe3+/MgO(5) 100 0.48 1.48
Cr3+/MgO(6) 100 0.64 1.39
C02+/MgO(7) 50 0.58 1.36
Gd3+/MgO(8) 100 0.59 1.33
Mn2+/CaO 25 0.57 1.39
(present work)

tzian lineshape. Further experiments are desirable on crys-
tals containing lower manganese concentrations in order to
establish the form of the linewidth versus concentration
dependance and confirm the results deduced from the
measurements on the one crystal available for examination
here.
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